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Abstract 

 
Image segmentation is a technology of image processing , which partitions the image into several regions with their own 

characteristic for the sake of extracting useful target, and it is a major step from the image processing to image analysis. This paper 

mainly implements a system about applying ant colony algorithm to image segmentation, which is based on the aspects of the 

discreteness of digital image and the fuzzy clustering ability of ant colony algorithm. Ant colony algorithm, based on behavior of real 

ants, is a natural approach to establish from their colony to food source.. An ant moves randomly and detects a previously laid 

pheromone on a path in order to find the shortest way between their nest and the food source. Ant system algorithm is an important 

methodology to apply on non-linear optimal problems recently. Each ant selects the next position to visit in accordance with the 

visibility of the position and the pheromone intensity. The followed image segmentations experiments proved that this novel 

algorithm could reach a satisfied result among the noise restraint, edges preservation and computation complexity. 

 

Keywords: image segmentation, color spaces, color image segmentation, Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm. 

 

Introduction 

 
Images are believed as one of the most vital medium of communicating data, in the earth of computer vision, by understanding 

pictures the data removed from them can be utilized for supplementary tasks for example: exploration of robots, discovering 

injurious tissues from body scans, detection of cancerous cells, identification of an airport from remote detecting data. Nowadays a 

forceful demand of a method, that can be utilized for comprehend pictures and remove data or objects, picture segmentation fulfill 

above requirements. Thus, picture segmentation[1] is the early pace in picture analysis. A little period removal of sound from picture 

is completed beforehand the segmentation to circumvent from the fake contour selection for segmentation to segment the picture 

lacking defeat of data for health recognizing intention is a challenging job.  
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                Fig 1.1 Color Image segmentation 

 

As Picture segmentation is a procedure of partitioning pixels of an picture to disparate spans established on specific data, that are 

normally intensity, sense or color. For a segmented picture, pixels in one span are comparable to every single supplementary 

according to a homogeneity criterion, yet pixels in disparate spans are heterogeneous. It is a main pace in both picture processing and 

computer vision systems. The segmented pictures are frequently the input to high-level picture tasks, such as feature extraction, 

object detection, picture credit and classification. As this procedure divides an picture into countless homogeneous spans and helps 

find spans of attention, pictures come to be easier to impact and extra meaningful for the high-level tasks .However, partitioning an 

picture normally has a elevated computation cost. The enumeration of all probable resolutions is an exhaustive procedure, that forms 

a huge find space. 

2. Segmentation Algorithm 

The Scutiny on Picture segmentation for countless years has been a elevated degree of attention. Thousands of disparate 

segmentation methods are present in the present scenario, but there is not even a solitary method that can be believed well suited for 

disparate pictures, all methods are not equally applicable for a particular kind of picture .Here an image is partitioned into spans that 

are comparable according to a set of predefined criterion; this includes picture segmentation algorithms like thresholding, span 

producing, span dividing and merging. 

2.1 EDGE BASED TECHNIQUES 

This method endeavors to ascertain picture segmentation by noticing the borders or pixels amid disparate spans that have quick 

transition in intensity are removed and related to form closed object borders .The consequence is a binary picture . Instituted on 

theory there are two main frontier established segmentation methods- gray histogram and gradient established method .Edge 

detection is a well-developed earth on its own inside picture processing. Relation amid Expanse borders and borders are close, as 

there is frequently a sharp adjustment in intensity at the frontier region. Consequently Frontier detection methods been utilized as the 

center for one more segmentation way for sharp segmentation. The borders drew by frontier detection are frequently discontinuous. 

For segmenting an object from an picture alongside elevated intricacy though, one needs closed related span boundaries. The wanted 

borders are the borders of such objects. Segmentation ways can additionally be requested to by now drew borders employing frontier 

detectors for extra sharp borders. 

 

2.2 REGION GROWING TECHNIQUES  

An homogeneous span of an picture could be obtained across a development procedure that, commencing from a preselected  seed,   

progressively  agglomerates  points concerning it fulfilling a precise homogeneity criterion; the development procedure stops after no 

extra points can be added to the region. The span producing methods are generally aimed at processing solitary regions; not ever the 

less, by joining disparate and consecutive development procedures, one could agglomerate in spans all the points of an picture, 

obtaining this method its segmentation. Later a span producing procedure, there could continue a little extremely tiny spans or there 

might be two or extra neigh-monotonous spans grown at disparate periods exhibiting comparable  attributes.  A  public  post-

processing  ability 

consists consequently in a merging period that eliminates such instances by producing broader regions.The span producing can be 

believed a sequential clustering or association procedure [4]; therefore the dependence of the aftermath on the order according to that 

the picture points are processed has to be accounted for. The main 

supremacy presented by this kind of methods is that the spans obtained are precisely spatially connected and rather compact. A 

comparable challenge arises in  the feature space, additionally for the span producing methods one is confronted alongside the 
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challenge of selecting suitable seed points and an adequate homogeneity criterion.In  a  early period,  they produce  a  precise number  

of connected spans alongside a producing procedure and, in a subsequent period, they merge all the spans possessing comparable 

color distributions; afterward the subsequent period, the spans have consequently homogeneous colors 

but they could be disconnected. The markers (seeds) are removed  from  intensity  via  morphological  open-close procedures and 

from color across quantization of the HSV space; combined markers are described as the sets including both  kinds  of  markers.  A  

span  producing  procedure established on a  watershed algorithm starts from these combined markers. A span merging procedure in 

the end reduces the number of segmented regions. 

The inital seeds are generated by retaining the innate  minima  of  the  magnitude  of  the  color  picture gradient; though, alongside 

this algorithm the two pursuing situations could arise: 

1)  there is more than one seed per region; 

2)  small objects do not have any seed. 

The  authors  design a  procedure for  obtaining markers 

possessing  a  one-to-one  correspondence  alongside  the picture regions. The span producing is gave alongside a watershed-like  

algorithm  counseled by the authors and working on the early color picture instead of on a gradient image. 

 

2.3 SUPERVISED VS. UNSUPERVISED SEGMENTATION 

Image segmentation has been an vital and challenging subject in the earth of computer vision above decades, and it plays a critical 

act for most picture research tasks, such as object credit, object-based picture compression and 

 content established indexing. Lots of methods and algorithms have been counseled, and most of them are  

dedicated to the progress of fully automatic segmentation, i.e. unsupervised segmentation. Though, it yet needs a robust and fused 

algorithm that can be requested to all kinds of pictures [5].The algorithms in the unsupervised area might finish the low-level span 

segmentation. That is, an picture can be partitioned into homogeneous spans according to a given quantitative criteria, such as gray 

level, color, sense or combination of them. Opposite to the homogeneous spans, semantic object normally needs globe coherence, but 

is human to precisely find the boundary. This is the finished believed of supervised segmentation. 

2.4 THRESHOLD IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

Threshold is one of the extensively methods utilized for picture  segmentation.  It  is  functional  in  discriminating foreground from 

the background. By selecting an adequate threshold worth T, the gray level picture can be converted to binary image. The binary  

picture ought to encompass all of the essential data concerning the locale and form of the objects of interest (foreground). The 

supremacy of obtaining early a binary image is that it reduces the intricacy of the data and simplifies the process of credit and 

classification. The most public method to convert a gray-level picture to a binary picture is to select a single threshold worth (T). 

Next all the gray level benefits below this T will be classified as black (0), and those above T will  be  white (1). The segmentation 

problem becomes one of selecting the proper worth for thethreshold T. A recurrent method utilized to select T is by analyzing the 

histograms of the kind of pictures that desire to be segmented. The ideal case is afterthe histogram presents merely two dominant 

modes and a clear valley (bimodal). In this case the worth of T isSelected as the valley point amid the two modes.In real requests 

histograms are extra convoluted, alongside countless tops and not clear valleys. 

2.5 INTELLIGENT ALGORITHMS 

Intelligent optimization algorithm is easy behaviors across the contact amid the individual and the finished intelligent behavior. This 

work needn't to be centralized manipulation and the globe ideal, and can be in the challenge area,parallel  approximate  optimal  

resolution  quickly.  The method of picture segmentation threshold provides a quick find in the resolution, and it caught the attention 

of the researchers at residence and abroad.The usually utilized extra mature intelligent algorithm  include:  genetic algorithm  and  ant 

dominion optimization algorithm  and particle swarm algorithm. 

 

2.6 IMAGE SEGMENTATION TECHNOLOGY ON GENETIC ALGORITHM 

The genetic algorithm is early counseled by the lecturer of the university Michigan  in  Holland  in  1975,  and  an prominent book of 

"the Adaptation in Usual and Manmade Systems" was published, it is marking the proper of genetic algorithm for. Genetic algorithm 

is generally by giving procedures such as selection, crossover and mutation to accomplish the aim of optimization. 
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2.7 IMAGE SEGMENTATION ON ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Ant dominion optimization algorithm is counseled by Italian scholar m. own and supplementary people in the main 1990s, it is the 

genetic algorithm and manmade neural web optimization algorithm and a heuristic find algorithm, next the algorithm of the 

characteristics of simulate ants is proposed. 

The frank principle of ant dominion optimization algorithm can be expressed as: firstly, it can be randomly generated a number of 

individual at the commencing of the algorithm, next the ant pheromones are released by detecting the encircling conditions and 

partner for food basis, a above period, the pheromone will softly cut, the supplementary individual judge a road across the 

pheromone of how countless, next select this method whether to go, and the method of pheromone additionally increased alongside 

the number of the number of ants stroll, consequently this trail increases by supplementary ants selection probability, and in the end 

find the shortest trail to a food source. The algorithm has been requested in the earth of picture segmentation and has attained a little 

accomplishment 

 

2.8 MAGE SEGMENTATION ON PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 
Particle swarm optimization algorithm is counseled by the American it simulated the feeding deeds of birds in nature. Early particle 

swarm optimization algorithm is generally utilized to resolve the optimization challenge of multivariate purpose in the main, 

encompassing optimization challenge alongside constraints, and is frequently utilized to optimize the connection weights 

of manmade neural web and the web topology. We can resolve the challenge of the picture threshold segmentation alongside particle 

swarm Optimization. 

3. Related Work 

Pradipta, Maji et al. (2007) [6] In this paper, a generalized hybrid unsupervised learning algorithm, which is termed  

as rough-fuzzy possibilistic C-means (RFPCM), is proposed in this paper. It comprises a judicious integration of the 

principles of rough and fuzzy sets. While the concept of lower and upper approximations of rough sets deals with 

uncertainty, vagueness, and incompleteness in class definition, the membership function of fuzzy sets enables efficient 

handling of overlapping partitions. It incorporates both probabilistic and possibilistic memberships simultaneously to 

avoid the problems of noise sensitivity of fuzzy C-means and the coincident clusters of PCM. The concept of crisp lower 

bound and fuzzy boundary of a class, which is introduced in the RFPCM, enables efficient selection of cluster 

prototypes. The algorithm is generalized in the sense that all existing variants of C-means algorithms can be derived from 

the proposed algorithm as a special case. 

 
Hui, Zhang et al. (2008) [7] In this paper, image segmentation is an important processing step in many image, video and 

computer vision applications. Extensive research has been done in creating many different approaches and algorithms for image 

segmentation, but it is still difficult to assess whether one algorithm produces more accurate segmentations than another, whether it 

be for a particular image or set of images, or more generally, for a whole class of images. To date, the most common method for 

evaluating the effectiveness of a segmentation method is subjective evaluation, in which a human visually compares the image 

segmentation results for separate segmentation algorithms, which is a tedious process and inherently limits the depth of evaluation to 

a relatively small number of segmentation comparisons over a predetermined set of images. 

Jooyoung, Hahn et al. (2010) [10] In this paper, novel forces in image segmentation based on active contours models are 

proposed for capturing objects in the image. Contemplating the common functionality of forces in previous active contours models, 

we propose the geometric attraction-driven flow (GADF), the binary edge function, and the binary balloon forces to detect objects in 

difficult cases such as varying illumination and complex shapes. The orientation of GADF is orthogonally aligned with the boundary 

of object and has the opposite direction across the boundary. It prevents the leakage through weak edges of objects, which occur due 

to illumination. To reduce the interference from other forces, we design the binary edge function using the property of the orientation 

in the GADF. 

André, Bigand et al. (2010) et al. (2010) [9] In this paper, a new fuzzy image filter controlled by interval-valued fuzzy sets 

(IVFS) is proposed for removing noise from images. The proposed approach is based on IVFS entropy application. IVFS makes it 
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possible to take into account the total uncertainty inherent to image processing, and particularly noise removal is considered. Interval-

valued fuzzy sets entropy is used as a tool to perform histogram analysis in order to find all major homogeneous regions at the first 

stage. Then, an efficient peak-finding algorithm is employed to identify the most significant peaks of the histogram(1) and a noise 

filtering process 

(2) that estimates the original value of each noisy pixel (utilizing the global information from (1) and the local 

information of the image pixels) is proposed. 

Ji-jun, REN, et al. (2008) [8] In this paper, snake model is a kind of deformable image segmentation model based on parameters 

and has been proved effective to contour detecting as well. It is sensitive to the position of the initial curve, lacks the theoretical 

guidance to choose parameters and cannot deal with the change of topological structure. Snake model is easy to leak out if the edge is 

weak. This paper presents a modified image force by integrating the region information to improve it. After that, Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) algorithm is applied to optimize the segmentation results obtained by Snake model. The encouraging results 

have been shown by experiments with the synthesis images and medical images.   

Dariusz, Malyszko et al. (2010) [11] In this paper, comprehensive research into rough set entropy-based thresholding image 

segmentation techniques has been performed producing new and robust algorithmic schemes. Segmentation is the low-level image 

transformation routine that partitions an input image into distinct disjoint and homogenous regions using thresholding algorithms 

most often applied in practical situations, especially when there is pressing need for algorithm implementation simplicity, high 

segmentation quality, and robustness. Combining entropy-based thresholding with rough set results in the rough entropy thresholding 

algorithm.The authors propose a new algorithm based on granular multilevel rough entropy evolutionary thresholding that operates 

on a multilevel domain. The MRET algorithm performance has been compared to the iterative RET algorithm and standard k -means 

clustering methods on the basis of -index as a representative validation measure.                                                                                    

Siddhartha, Bhattacharyya et al. (2011) [12] In this paper, neural network based image segmentation techniques primarily 

focus on the selection of appropriate thresholding points in the image feature space. Research initiatives in this direction aim at 

addressing this problem of effective threshold selection for activation functions. Multilevel activation functions resort to fixed and 

uniform thresholding mechanisms. These functions assume homogeneity of the image information content. In this paper, we propose 

a collection of adaptive thresholding approaches to multilevel activation functions. The proposed thresholding mechanisms 

incorporate the image context information in the thresholding process. Applications of these mechanisms are demonstrated on the 

segmentation of real life multilevel intensity images using a self-supervised multilayer self-organizing neural network (MLSONN) 

and a supervised pyramidal neural network (PyraNet).  

 

Antonio Carlos, Sobieranski et al. (2011) [13] In this paper, a novel region-merging image segmentation approach is 

presented. This approach is based on a two-step procedure: a distance metric is learned from some features on the image, then a 

piecewise approximation function for the Mumford–Shah model is optimized by this metric. The global optimum of the 

approximation function is inductively achieved under high polynomial terms of the Mahalanobis distance, extracting the nonlinear 

features of the pattern distributions into topological maps. The penalizer terms ofthe Mumford–Shah equation are based on new 

similarity criteria, computed from the topological maps and the class label information. The results we obtained show a better 

discrimination of object boundaries and the location of regions when compared with the conventional Mumford–Shah algorithm, 

even when supplied with other well-known similarity functions. 

 

Roelof K., Brouwer et al. (2011) [14] In this paper, there are well established methods for fuzzy clustering especially for the 

cases where the feature values are numerical of ratior interval scale. Not so well established are methods to be applied when the 

feature values are ordinal or nominal. In hat case there is no satisfactory method it seems. This paper discusses  a  modified  fuzzy c-

means  clustering  method where  an  ordinal to numeric mapping  for  the  ordinal features is obtained as part of the clustering 

process. Part of minimizing the objective function for the clustering is to find this ordinal to numeric mapping. Having this mapping 

allows standard methods of fuzzy c- means clustering to be used since then if there are no categorical features all the features are 

numeric. The  mapping is not of interest in itself and  to obtain it is only a subsidiary objective  of the clustering process. The 

mapping  allows for the degrees of freedom that is characteristic of the data. The method involves solving a rather challenging 

optimization  problem,since the objective function has many local minima. This makes the use of a global optimization method such 

as particle   swarm   optimization   (PSO)   attractive   for determining the membership matrix for the clustering.        

Shen, Pan et al. (2011) [15] In this paper, a set of pores is  one of the key features in the process of wood identification.A novel 

method to segment pores in a wood microscopic image is proposed in this paper. The method has three steps. In the first step, 
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structuring elements with several sizes are employed  in  a  mathematical  morphology  algorithm  to enhance the pores and remove 

other tissues in a wood microscopic image. Then the best structuring element size is determined according to the results obtained 

from the previous step. Finally, a binary image that includes only pores is obtained by an adaptive thresholding. Experimental results 

show the efficiency of the method. 

 4. Conclusions And Future Scope 

This Thesis describes request of the ACO algorithm to the picture segmentation problems.the consequence indicates that the segment 

is constant, and extra flat and rational than the raw contour .It provides a  new way to attain  precise segment. It is proved to be 

convergent alongside correlation and Entropy scrutiny, and will grasp the best feasible Frontier alongside ACO in optimum 

segmentation extraction  for color pictures Below RGB color  Space. The experimental  aftermath display that our finished  ACO 

algorithm for picture segmentation is extra competent than the each supplementary Algorithm in connected works, and  our ACO 

algorithm works  quite satisfactorily, and in the end reduces computational period contrasted  to finished ACO.As the connection 

amid multi-regions is not seized into report by us,the segmentation Aftermath cannot grasp flawless accuracy. Therefore, our 

upcoming work will focus on how to use the coordinate Characteristics amid the people of ant  dominion to resolve the setback 

remarked above. As said earlier the finished ACO discovered to be time consuming because Feasible decision  set increases 

exponentially alongside dimension decision variable,we should like to enhance the such as HSV, L*a*b and YCrCb will additionally 

be discovered.   
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